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Abstract13

Jupiter’s atmosphere is one of the most turbulent places in the solar system. While lightning and thunderstorm observations14

point to moist convection as a small-scale energy source for Jupiter’s large-scale vortices and zonal jets, it has never been15

demonstrated due to the coarse resolution of pre-Juno measurements. Since 2017, the Juno spacecraft discovered that Jovian16

high-latitudes host a cluster of large cyclones (diameter of ∼ 5,000 km each) associated with intermediate (∼ 1,600–50017

km) and smaller-scale vortices and filaments (∼ 100 km). Here, we analyze Juno-infrared images with an unprecedented18

high-resolution of 10 km. We unveil a new dynamical regime associated with a significant energy source of convective origin19

that peaks at 100 km–scales and in which energy gets subsequently transferred upscale to the large circumpolar and polar20

cyclones. While this energy route has never been observed on another planet, it is surprisingly consistent with idealized21

studies of rapidly rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection, lending robust theoretical support to our analyses. This energy route22

is expected to enhance the heat transfer from Jupiter’s hot interior to its troposphere and may also be relevant to the Earth’s23

atmosphere, helping us better understand the dynamics of our own planet.24

Main25

Owing to its high-inclination orbit with perijove, the Juno spacecraft revealed a whole new set of weather phenomena present at26

Jovian high latitudes1, 2. In contrast to mid-latitude cloud bands and zonal jets, the dominant features are numerous vortices27

of varying size (Fig. 1). In particular, a cluster of large cyclonic vortices (8 in the north and 5 in the south) surrounding a28

single polar cyclone is located at about ±83°. These cyclones have a diameter of ∼ 5,000 km, peak speeds of 100 m s−1, a fast29

rotation period of ∼ 10 hours and have endured since their discovery in 20171–3. Intermediate-scale cyclones and anticyclones,30

with a diameter of ∼ 1,000 km and less, have a similar rotation period. The smallest vortices and filaments (< 100 km)31

observable on Juno infrared images survive a couple of hours to several days only2 and are the signature of an intense cloud32

activity2, 3 (Fig. 1). This suggests moist convection as a powerful source of energy in Jupiter’s high latitudes3. However, the33

dynamical link between small-scale moist convection and large-scale vortices has never been demonstrated4.34

35

Here, we investigate this link using high resolution infrared images taken by JIRAM (the Jovian InfraRed Auroral Mapper)36

onboard Juno at the north pole of Jupiter on February 2, 2017, from which two complementary datasets are derived. First,37

we use wind velocities (Extended Data Fig. 1) derived by tracking clouds in sequence of infrared images (see paper3 for the38

methodology) in a domain greater than 7,000×20,000 km (black rectangle in Fig. 1), where overlapping observations over39

short intervals are available. The wind field has a resolution of 10 km, which is slightly higher than previous measurements5.40

Second, the optical depth, defined as log(I0/I), with I the brightness and I0 = 0.55946 W m−2 the maximum brightness, is41

directly derived from the infrared measurements2 with the same resolution as the wind field (Figure 2a). Optical depth is related42

to variations in cloud thickness, such that thick cloud thickness produces a high optical depth2, 6.43

44

The analysis of these two unique datasets using a theoretical framework (the surface quasi-geostrophy (SGQ) framework45

described in the moist convection section) allows us to uncover a new dynamical regime which highlights the key role played46

by cloud convection in Jovian polar dynamics. This regime is consistent with results from laboratory experiments7, idealized47
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studies of rapidly rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection (R3BC)8–11 and resembles parts of the Earth’s atmosphere12.48

Dynamical context49

We analyze the properties of the wind measurements in terms of kinetic energy (KE), relative vorticity (ζ , i.e., the local rate of50

spin of a vortex, see Methods) and horizontal divergence (χ , see Methods). The magnitude of ζ (Extended Data Fig. 2a) and51

χ (Extended Data Fig. 2b) reaches the local spin rate of the planet ( f = 3.5×10−4 s−1, also called the Coriolis parameter,52

and corresponding to a time period of ∼ 5 hours), which is one fold higher than previous estimates4. First, we use a suite of53

spectral analyses (see Methods) to investigate how KE, ζ and χ are distributed among length scales and what their spectral54

characteristics tell us about the underlying dynamical regime (see Methods). The KE spectrum (Fig. 3a) exhibits two distinct55

scale ranges separated by a conspicuous spectral slope discontinuity: scales larger than 1,600 km are characterized by a steep56

slope in k−3 (with k the wavenumber), whereas scales smaller than 1,600 km are characterized by a shallower slope in k−4/3.57

This discontinuity is even more striking in ζ ’s power spectrum (blue curve in Fig. 3b) since the slope changes sign at 1,60058

km. Second, we retrieve the physical patterns captured by each scale range using a spectral filter (see Methods). The ζ -field59

associated with the k−3 scale range comprise the large vortices, including the persistent circumpolar and polar cyclones as60

well as one large anticyclone (Fig. 2b). Since χ-spectral amplitude is a lot smaller than ζ -spectral amplitude in this scale61

range (Fig. 3b), large scales are likely not characterized by strong vertical motions near Jupiter surface. The Rossby number,62

defined as Ro = ζ/ f reaches 0.5 and its ditribution is positively skewed (Extended Data Fig. 3b), confirming the overwhelming63

dominance of the large cyclones in the k−3 scale range. In contrast, the k−4/3 scale range (length scales of ∼100–1,600 km)64

includes numerous cyclones, anticyclones and elongated filaments embedded in-between the vortices (Extended Data Fig. 2a).65

Unlike the k−3 scale range, χ and ζ ’s variance are of the same order of magnitude, and are even equal for scales smaller than66

300 km (Fig. 3b,c), indicating that vortices in this scale range are forced by vertical motions and hence that their dynamics is67

three-dimensional (x,y,z)13. Finally, the Ro distribution is only slightly negatively skewed (Extended Data Fig. 3c), highlighting68

the absence of a cyclone-anticyclone preference.69

70

Overall, the wind measurements’ analysis highlights a turbulent regime, which involves two classes of vortices separated by a71

conspicuous spectral slope discontinuity (blue curve in Fig. 3a); large-scale vortices for which the surface dynamics is mostly72

driven by horizontal motions and smaller vortices and filaments, likely affected by vertical motions. However, vorticity and73

divergence diagnosed from the wind measurements contain small-scale noise (< 100−300 km, Extended Data Fig. 2) as their74

computation involves both spatial and temporal derivatives. This noise prevents us from analyzing the link between small-scale75

moist convection and large-scale vortices solely from the wind measurements.76

Moist convection is a KE source at 100 km–scales77

We use the information provided by the optical depth anomaly, τ , in combination with wind measurements. Positive values of τ78

correspond to thick clouds (i.e., updrafts) and negative values to thin clouds (i.e., downdrafts). Thus, τ can be interpreted as79

the signature of vertical motions1, 2 and therefore as a vertical scale. Based on the assumption that clouds are an indicator of80

tropopause-height anomalies (as for the Earth’s tropopause14), tropopause-height anomalies are estimated as h = H0.τ , with H081

the depth scale of the cloud thickness determined below. τ can be thus interpreted in terms of available potential energy (APE)82

defined as N2h2 (see Methods), with N the Brunt-Väissälä frequency taken constant and equal to 4.10−3 s−1 in Jupiter’s upper83

troposphere15. On the one hand, KE and APE spectra greatly differ for scales larger than 1,600 km (Fig. 3a). The APE spectrum84

(orange curve in Fig. 3a) has a shallower slope and a much smaller variance than the KE spectrum (blue curve in Fig. 3a). This85

implies that vortices in the k−3 scale range are not directly impacted by clouds (see Methods), consistent with a character and86

generation mechanism independent of surface forcing. On the other hand, APE and KE-spectra have the same slope (k−4/3) for87

scales < 1,600 km, which is reminiscent of a theoretical dynamical framework, the SQG framework16–19 (see Methods). In the88

next paragraph, we focus on the k−4/3 scale range to better understand the properties of the intermediate and small-scale vortices.89

90

In the SQG framework, APE and KE spectra are identical, which leads to simple relationships between horizontal motions and91

h19. As the SQG framework has been shown to be relevant for the Earth’s tropopause12, 16, 17, 19, we assume that it also applies92

to Jupiter. Thus, we adjust the APE’s spectrum amplitude to match that of KE for scales < 1,600 km by choosing H0 = 9 km93

(Fig. 3a). Using SQG properties, a relative vorticity can be directly diagnosed from tropopause-level anomalies17 (equation (10)94

in Methods). The relative vorticity field diagnosed from h, called ζτ , is displayed in Fig 2c. As expected, ζ and ζτ ’s spectra95

overlap in the k−4/3 scale range (orange and blue curves in Fig. 3b). To validate our assumption that SQG applies in the k−4/3
96

scale range, we now compare ζ and ζτ in physical space after application of a conservative band-pass filter that retains only97

length-scales between 250 and 1,600 km (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 4a,b for the filtered fields). Although ζ is noisier98

than ζτ (τ has a much higher resolution than the wind measurements), the correspondence between the two fields is particularly99

striking, especially where ζ is well resolved. For instance, in the streamer between the two anticyclones characterized by a100

filament of negative relative vorticity surrounded by two filaments of positive relative vorticity in both ζ and ζτ (black polygon101
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in Extended Data Fig. 4a,b). The relationship between ζ and ζτ is corroborated by the scatterplots in Extended Data Fig. 5,102

confirming the choice of H0 and the existence of a SQG regime at Jupiter’s high latitudes. The good match between ζ and ζτ103

indicates that vortices and filaments in the k−4/3 scale range diagnosed from wind measurements are driven tropopause-level104

anomalies. Since the latter are explained by cloud activity and therefore by moist convection, these vortices are driven by moist105

convection. Furthermore, ζτ is negatively correlated with χ (Extended Data Fig. 6). This indicates that thick clouds (h > 0) are106

associated with positive horizontal divergence at the tropopause, which in turn generates anticyclonic vorticity, and vice versa107

(equations (5) and (10) in Methods). Moist convection is most significant at 100 km–scales, as suggested by the maxima of ζτ ,108

ζ and χ’s spectra (Fig. 3b).109

110

A natural follow up question that begs to be answered is: can moist convection, through vortices in the k−4/3 scale range,111

account for the emergence and persistence of the large cyclones present at Jovian high latitudes in the k−3 scale range? This is112

addressed in the next section.113

Upscale energy transfer114

Here, we diagnose the KE transfer across scales to understand how small-scale moist convection impacts the large cyclones.115

The KE transfer, KEadv, is derived from the momentum equations and computed from the wind measurements (see Methods).116

A negative (positive) value of KEadv(k) indicates a KE loss (gain) at the wavenumber k. Fig. 3d reveals that scales smaller117

than 215 km, where the KE source due to convection is the most significant, lose KE. 3d). On the other hand, larger scales up118

to about 5,000 km gain KE. This indicates an upscale KE transfer in both the k−3 and k−4/3 scale ranges, from the smallest119

observable vortices (<100 km) up to the large cyclones (∼ 5,000 km). Note that while the zero-crossing value of 215 km120

(Fig. 3d) is weakly sensitive to the data processing and can vary between 100 and 400 km (not shown), the upscale energy121

transfer up to the large cyclones’ scale is a robust feature of the flow. In addition, a reversed enstrophy (i.e., the relative vorticity122

squared) transfer is observed at all scales (Extended Data Fig. 7), consistent with an upscale energy transfer in classical theory123

of rotating turbulence20. Taken together, these results show that turbulence at Jovian high latitudes is forced by convection at124

100 km–scales and that the resulting KE cascades upscale to the large circumpolar and polar cyclones. This upscale KE transfer125

is consistent with previous analyses of Jovian mid-latitudes4 for scales larger than ∼1,600 km but has never been reported at126

smaller scales.127

128

Our findings are remarkably consistent with recent idealized R3BC studies8–11, as well as with laboratory experiments7 and129

numerical simulations of forced turbulence in a rotating frame21 with generic small-scale forcing. All these studies reveal the130

existence of KE and APE spectra similar to those in Fig. 3a as well as an upscale KE transfer from small-scale forcing up131

to the large two-dimensional vortices. They further indicate that the upscale KE transfer is enhanced by a positive feedback132

loop whereby large-scale vortices organize intermediate and small-scale convective features. In other words, 2D vortices133

organize 3D vortices and filaments, themselves constraining the convection22. The noticeable spiral bands of relative vorticity134

and clouds around the polar vortex (Fig. 2a,c), as well as the segregation of thick (thin) clouds within intermediate-scale135

anticyclones (cyclones, Extended Data Fig. 5) is consistent with such positive feedback loop. For instance, the streamer of136

negative vorticity and thick clouds (Fig. 2a,c and Extended Data Fig. 4a,b) suggests that small-scale moist convection is137

organized by intermediate-scale vortices and filaments, with the latter being advected and stretched by the large cyclones.138

However, verifying these results in Jupiter would require a longer time series of observations than currently available.139

Discussion140

Our results show that moist convection at 100 km–scales is associated with an upscale energy transfer strengthening the large141

cyclones at Jovian high latitudes. This energy route is expected to increase the heat transfer between deep and hot interior layers142

and colder upper layers, where heat gets converted into KE8–10, 23, which is also consistent with deep convection and a deep143

origin of the large cyclones24, 25. If this was the case, the presence of two convective regimes (a deep one responsible for the144

large cyclones and mostly forced from below, and a shallower one responsible for the smaller circulations and directly linked to145

clouds and wind) would point to an explicit stratification in the upper portion of Jupiter polar atmosphere. Other non-mutually146

exclusive mechanisms can also account for the genesis and persistence of the cluster of cyclones at Jupiter’s poles. Cyclones are147

expected in the polar regions because of the β -effect, which forces cyclones (anticyclones) to drift poleward (equatorward)26.148

The cluster of vortices may also owe its stable structure to optimal shielding - an anticyclonic ring around each cyclone3, 27.149

150

This study contributes to our fundamental understanding of vortex dynamics and highlights a regime that has not been reported151

on another planet before. The closest dynamical analogs in the solar system may well be some parts of the Earth’s atmosphere.152

Indeed, the mechanisms highlighted here could apply to the Earth’s troposphere, as can be inferred from the Global Atmospheric153

Sampling Program (GASP) observations28. In close agreement with the Jovian wind measurements presented here, the GASP154

observations are characterized by a conspicuous KE spectrum with a k−3 slope for large scales and k−5/3 for smaller scales28, 29.155
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The corresponding dynamical regime remains an open question12, 29, 30, mainly because of the lack of 2D observations, even156

though a numerical study points to moist convection as the leading mechanism29, 31. The results of the present study highlight157

the power of combining high-resolution 2D cloud observations with wind measurements, which, if applied to the Earth’s158

atmosphere, should help us better understand the dynamics of our own planet.159
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Methods233

Datasets234

Infrared images235

Infrared images are taken by JIRAM’s imaging channel that operates at 4.8-µm wavelength and is sensitive to holes in the236

clouds, which allow radiation from warmer levels at pressures up to 5 bars to reach the detector. During the perijove 4 orbit,237

JIRAM performed a series of overlapping observations of the poles of Jupiter in the hours bracketing perijove. In this paper we238

consider only the north polar sequences because they provide better overlap among the images and shorter intervals between239

images than at the south pole (see Extended Data Table 1). Observations are taken on February 2, 2017 and have a resolution240

of ∼ 10 km.pixel−1, depending on foreshortening and spacecraft motion. The images processing, from the raw data to the241

polar orthographic projected maps, is thoroughly described in paper3. However, briefly, the first step in the processing is to242

determine the precise location of each pixel on the planet. This is done with NAIF/SPICE data from the spacecraft and precise243

geometric calibration of the JIRAM instrument32. The second step is to map the brightness patterns onto a 10-km grided244

reference plane tangent to the planet at the pole. Mosaics are then assembled by combining 12 such infrared images separated245

by 30 seconds each. A total of 4 mosaics (i.e., 48 infrared images, see Extended Data Table 1) are analyzed, all yielding same246

results. The projected infrared images are provided in the Supplementary Information under filename mapped brightness. We247

show the results for one typical mosaic (n02, Figure 2a), taken at mid-time between the two mosaics used to derive the wind248

field described below.249
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Wind measurements250

Horizontal winds are computed by tracking cloud features between two overlapping infrared observations separated by 16251

min using Tracker 3 software from JPL (see ref3) with a resolution of 10 km. That dataset is filename velocity vector in the252

Supplementary Information. To remove remaining small-scale noise, we apply a butterworth filter of order 1 with a cutoff253

wavelength of 250 km. We analyze a total of 2 wind mosaics (derived from a total of 48 infrared images), yielding similar254

results. Hence, we show results for one typical wind field (Extended Data Fig. 1), using the mosaics n01 and n03. Note that255

using velocity vectors and infrared brightness maps projected onto a 15 km/pixel-grid like is done in ref3 yields similar results.256

Optical depth257

JIRAM infrared brightness I is primarily governed by cloud opacity33, with high I corresponding to thin clouds located at258

pressures of 1–5 bars (i.e. within warm regions at depth), and low I corresponding to thick clouds that can reach the tropopause259

at a pressure of about 0.3 bar (i.e., within colder upper regions)2, 34, 35. Thus, JIRAM observations are not taken along a constant260

pressure surface and cannot be directly converted into a potential temperature from which one can infer horizontal motions261

at the tropopause, as done by ref17 for the Earth. Consequently, instead of directly using I, we use the optical depth, a proxy262

of cloud thickness2, 6. The optical depth is computed as τa = log(I0/I), with I0 = 0.55946 W.m−2 the maximum brightness263

measured in the infrared mosaic n02 displayed in Fig. 2a, following refs2, 6. In this study, we define the optical depth anomaly264

τ as τ = τa − τa, with .̄ denoting the domain average.265

Spectral methods266

Before taking the Fourier transform of any given variable, we apply two steps. First, we make the variable doubly periodic by267

applying a mirror symmetry in the x and y directions. Performing spectral analyses in a doubly-periodic domain considerably268

improves the result’s accuracy compared to windowing methods, which damp both the large and small scales and can change269

the amplitude and slope of a power spectra density36. Second, the variable is detrended by subtracting the mean value.270

Wavenumber spectrum271

For a given doubly-periodic and detrended variable φ , we first compute a discrete 2D fast Fourier transform φ̂(kx,ky), with kx272

and ky the wavenumbers in the x and y direction, and then we compute a 1D spectral density |φ̂(k)|2 from the 2D spectrum,273

with k is the isotropic wave number defined as k =
√

k2
x + k2

y , following a standard procedure described in ref37.274

Butterworth filter275

Throughout the paper, we apply a low-pass Butterworth filter to the wind measurements to remove the remaining small-scale276

noise. After experimenting, we find that a filter of order 1 with a cutoff wavenumber of 250 km produces the best results in277

terms of the signal to noise ratio. We use the spectral characteristics of τ to infer the upper bound of the spectral variance at278

the smallest scales. To do so, ζ̂ does not exceed ζ̂τ (defined below) for scales smaller than 100 km where most of the wind279

measurements’ noise associated with taking the temporal derivative between two infrared observations is located. Note that280

we applied a Butterworth filter of order 2 and cutoff wavenumber of 500 km to the wind field in Extended Data Fig. 1 for281

visualization purposes.282

Band pass filter283

A band-pass filter is implemented in spectral space and retains a range of length-scales by setting the wavenumbers outside of284

this range to zero. In Extended Data Figs. 4–6, we apply a band pass filter that retains length scales between 250 and 1,600 km285

(i.e., wavenumbers between 6.10−4 cpkm and 4.10−3 cpkm). A sensitivity analysis to these wavenumbers was performed and286

results remain unchanged when scales smaller than 250 km are included (not shown). In Fig. 2, we apply a low-pass (panel b)287

and high-pass (panel c) version of this filter with a cutoff at 6.10−4 cpkm (i.e., at the spectral slope discontinuity shown in Fig.288

3ab).289

Relative vorticity and horizontal divergence290

Relative vorticity, defined as ζ = vx −uy and horizontal divergence, defined as χ = ux + vy, with subscripts denoting partial291

derivative, are computed from horizontal wind measurements u and v as:292

ζ̂ =−i (ky û+ kx v̂) and χ̂ = i (kx û+ ky v̂),

with i2 =−1. ζ and χ are then retrieved by computing an inverse 2D fast Fourier transform of ζ̂ and χ̂ , respectively.293
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Rossby number294

Taking the divergence of the momentum equations and assuming that the divergence’s time derivative and friction terms are295

negligible at leading order, leads to13:296

f ζ −∇h.(uh.∇h uh)−∆hP = 0, (1)

with ∇h the horizontal gradient operator, ∆h the horizontal Laplacian operator, uh the horizontal velocity vector and P the297

pressure. The Rossby number, defined as Ro ≡ U
f L

, with U and L respectively a velocity and length scales13, quantifies in298

equation (1) the relative importance of the Coriolis term (i.e. f ζ ) compared to the nonlinear term. A dimensional analysis299

of equation (1) indicates that there is a balance between the Coriolis and pressure terms for Ro << 1, called the geostrophic300

balance. For Ro ∼ 1, the balance also involves the nonlinear terms, called the gradient wind balance. In this study we estimate301

the Rossby number as Ro = ζ/ f . The vortices at Jovian high latitudes have Ro ∼ 1, indicating that nonlinear terms and302

therefore nonlinear vortex interactions are significant.303

Available potential energy304

Tropopause level anomalies, h, are related to the optical depth anomaly, τ , via h = H0 τ , with H0 a scale depth of the tropopause305

anomaly. In the atmosphere, APE is defined as13, 17
(

g Θ

Θ0

)2
1

N2 , with g the gravitational constant, Θ the potential temperature306

taken on a constant pressure surface, Θ0 the reference potential temperature and N2 the squared Brunt-Väissälä frequency307

defined as g
Θz

Θ0
. As the potential temperature is unknown (see Methods section "optical depth"), we use a first order Taylor308

series expansion g Θ

Θ0
∼ N2h, yielding:309

APE = N2h2 . (2)

τ is thus related to APE via h = H0τ , with H0 chosen such that KE and APE spectra are equal in the k−4/3 scale range. If310

we define a streamfunction ψ = f P, with P the pressure (as done in the next section), the hydrostatic approximation yields311

∂ψ
∂ z

= g
f

Θ

Θ0
. APE can then be written as:312

APE =
f 2

N2

(
∂ψ

∂ z

)2

(3)

The quasi-geostrophic framework313

The quasi-geostrophic (QG) framework is useful to study the dynamics of a flow field of Ro ∼ O(1) despite relying on a small314

Ro approximation13. In particular, this framework has been successfully used to study thermal convection in the limit of rapid315

rotation22, reminiscent of the observations presented here. In the QG framework, potential vorticity (PV) is conserved along a316

Lagrangian trajectory and is given by:317

PV = ∆ψ +
f 2

N2

∂ 2ψ

∂ z2
, (4)

with ψ the streamfunction, ∆ the horizontal Laplacian operator and f and N assumed constant. The relative vorticity ζ is given318

by ∆ψ . From PV conservation, ζ is related to the stretching term,
f 2

N2

∂ 2ψ

∂ z2 , via the horizontal divergence as13, 38:319

dζ

dt
=− f χ , (5)

f 2

N2

d

dt

∂ 2ψ

∂ z2
= f χ (6)

with χ the horizontal divergence.320
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Dynamics in the k−4/3 scale range321

In the k−4/3scale range, KE and APE spectra are equal, which is equivalent to PV = 0 (refs)16, 19. This configuration corresponds322

to a subset category of the QG framework, referred to as surface quasigeostrophy (SQG)16–19 and initially used by ref17 to323

study the dynamics at the Earth’s tropopause. Using equations (2) and (3), the streamfunction at the tropopause (where z = 0)324

can be written as:325

∂ψT

∂ z
=

N2

f
h =

N2

f
H0 τ, (7)

with subscript T denoting the tropopause. Integration of PV= 0 (eq. 4, valid in the troposphere) using the boundary condition326

at the tropopause given by equation (7) and assuming that ψ vanishes at z =−∞, leads to the spectral solution:327

ψ̂(k,z) = ψ̂T exp(k
N

f
z) , (8)

∂ψ̂

∂ z
=

∂ψ̂T

∂ z
exp(k

N

f
z). (9)

From PV= 0 and equations (7), (8) and (9), the relative vorticity at the tropopause can now be linked to the cloud thickness as:328

ζ̂τ +N H0 τ̂ k = 0 (10)

The SQG framework also allows to infer the aspect ratio between horizontal and vertical scales. Indeed, (8) leads to an e-folding329

vertical scale given by k N
f
H ∼ 1, with H the depth scale. This indicates that the aspect ratio L/H of a structure is close to330

N/ f ∼ 10. In other words, the largest vortices in the k−4/3 scale range (∼ 1,600 km) have a depth extension of about 160 km,331

further highlighting their shallow depth extension and therefore their 3D character. Note that the 160 km-value corresponds332

to one of the largest estimates of the Jovian cloud thickness34, 39 and can thus explain the upper scale-limit of the k−4/3 scale333

range.334

Dynamics in the k−3 scale range335

As mentioned before, APE is associated with the stretching term in the PV expression and is therefore related to the depth336

dependence of the streamfunction, or what is called the baroclinic mode13, 38. APE spectrum in the k−3 scale range has a337

much smaller variance than KE and, in addition, has a much shallower spectral slope (Fig. 3a). These two characteristics338

indicate that the depth dependent contribution (or the baroclinic part) to the total streamfunction is small and therefore that the339

streamfunction is dominated by the depth-independent part (or the barotropic part)40. These arguments imply that vortices are340

2D (depth-independent) in this scale range, consistent with the weak χ-variance (Fig. 3b). This can also be understood with341

equation (6), in which a small χ-variance corresponds to a small stretching.342

KE and enstrophy transfer343

We diagnose the KE and enstrophy (ENS) transfer between wavenumbers in spectral space using the momentum equations at344

the tropopause (where vertical velocities are null). Multiplying these equations by the conjugate of the horizontal wind speed345

and without considering dissipation for simplicity’s sake, leads to20, 29, 41:346

1

2

∂ |ûh|
2

∂ t
=−Re

(
ûh

∗.( ̂uh.∇huh)
)
−

1

ρo

Re
(
ûh

∗.∇h p
)
, (11)

1

2

∂ |ζ̂ |2

∂ t
=−Re

(
ζ̂ ∗.(ûh.∇hζ )

)
−Re

(
f ζ̂ ∗.χ̂

)
, (12)

with .∗ the complex conjugate and Re(.) the real part. Equations (11) and (12) are the equations for the time evolution for a347

given wavenumber k of the KE and ENS, respectively. The first terms on the right hand side of equations (11) and (12) are348

nonlinear advection terms, whereas the seconds terms are sources and/or sinks.349

KEadv(k) =−Re
(

ûh
∗. ( ̂uh.∇huh)

)
, (13)

ENSadv(k) =−Re
(

ζ̂ ∗. (ûh.∇hζ )
)
. (14)
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More precisely, the terms (13) and (14) represent the KE and ENS, respectively, gained (lost) by a wavenumber k from (to)350

other wavenumbers. Fig. 3d, from which the upscale KE transfer is inferred, shows equation (13) in a variance preserving form351

(i.e., multiplied by k).352

Extended Data Fig. 7 shows the enstrophy spectral flux estimated as:353

ΠENS(k) =
∫ ks

k
ENSadv(k)dk, (15)

with k the isotropic wavenumber defined previously.354

Data availability355

JIRAM data are available at the Planetary Data System (PDS) online (https://atmos.nmsu.edu/PDS/data/PDS4/356

juno_jiram_bundle/data_calibrated/). Data products used in this study include: calibrated, geometrically357

controlled, radiance data mapped onto an orthographic projection centered on the north pole and velocity vectors derived from358

the radiance data. The raw data used in this study are listed in the Extended Data Table 1. Brightness maps and velocity vectors359

can be found in the Supplementary Information.360
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Figure 1. Infrared image of the northern polar region as seen by JIRAM1 on February 2, 2017 Brightness temperature,

corrected for nadir viewing, ranges from 206 K (darkest color) to 227 K (brightest color). The area analyzed in this paper is

highlighted by the black rectangle and captures the polar cyclone, parts of the circumpolar cyclones at 45o, 100o, 220o and

260o W, as well as two smaller anticyclones (i.e., the dark features) at 210-240o W, which are joined by a streamer.
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Figure 2. Dynamical context Mosaic of a) optical thickness anomaly τ derived directly from the infrared observations,

defined as τ = log(I0/I)− log(I0/I), with the overbar indicating the domain-average, b) large-scale relative vorticity ζ derived

from the wind measurements (Extended Data Fig. 1) after application of a low-pass filter that retains lengthscales greater than

1,600 km (i.e., wavenumbers k < 6.10−4 cpkm) and c) small-scale relative vorticity ζτ derived from τ after application of a

high-pass filter that retains lengthscales smaller than 1,600 km (i.e., wavenumbers k > 6.10−4 cpkm, see Methods). As ζτ is

directly related to cloud thickness, it is the signature of cloud convection. Large-scale vortices in b) gain their energy from

small-scale vortices in c) via an upscale energy transfer (see main text).
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Figure 3. Spectral characteristics a) Spectra kinetic energy (KE, blue curve) and available potential energy (APE, orange

curve). A spectral slope discontinuity in KE occurs at 6.10−4 cpkm (∼ 1,600 km). b) Power spectra of relative vorticity (ζ ,

blue curve), horizontal divergence (χ , green curve) and vorticity derived from τ (ζτ , orange curve). See Extended Data Fig. 2

for ζ and χ in physical space. Dashed lines on panels a and b show spectral slopes. c) χ to ζ power spectra ratio χPSD/ζPSD. d)

KE transfer in variance preserving form (k KEadv). Positive (negative) k KEadv indicates an energy gain (loss). Scales smaller

(larger) than 215 km lose (gain) energy, corresponding to an upscale energy transfer.
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Extended Data Figure 1. Map of wind velocity Map of wind velocity derived by tracking cloud motions in sequences of

overlapping infrared images n01 and n03 (see Methods) after application of a butterworth filter of order 2 and cutoff

wavelength of 500 km. 1 out of 10 wind speed data point is plotted for visualization purpose. Note that the colorbar is saturated

and maximum values reach ∼ 120 m s−1.
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Extended Data Figure 2. Relative vorticity and horizontal divergence Maps of a) relative vorticity ζ and b) horizontal

divergence χ corresponding to the spectra shown in Figure 2 b (blue and green curves, respectively). These fields were derived

from wind measurements to which a Butterworth filter of order 1 and cutoff lengthscale of 250 km was applied (see Extended

Data Fig. 1). The seams between the mosaic’ strips are particularly visible in b).
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Extended Data Figure 3. Histograms of Rossby number Histograms of Rossby number (Ro= ζ/ f ) for a) all lengthscales,

b) lengthscales > 1,600 km (i.e., wavenumbers < 6.10−4 cpkm), c) lenghtscales < 1,600 km (i.e., wavenumbers > 6.10−4

cpkm). Ro reaches one for scales < 1,600 km, highlighting strong nonlinear interactions (see Methods).

Extended Data Figure 4. Band pass filtered ζτ , ζ and χ between 250 and 1,600 km Maps of filtered a) ζτ , b) ζ and c) χ
after application of a band pass filter that retains lengthscales between 250 and 1,600 km (see Methods). The region delineated

by the black polygon comprises the streamer subdomain joining two intermediate-scale anticyclones that is discussed in the

main text. The blue rectangle comprises the polar vortex and the orange rectangle captures filamentary structures surrounding

one of the circumpolar cyclone. These subdomains are analyzed in Extended Data Figs. 5 and 6.
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Extended Data Figure 5. Scatter plots between ζτ and ζ Scatter plots between ζτ and ζ for the fields in Extended Data Fig.

4 per subdomain : in a) the polar vortex (blue rectangle in Extended Data Fig. 4), b) the lower left filament (orange rectangle in

Extended Data Fig. 4), c) the streamer subdomain (black polygon in Extended Data Fig. 4), d) the entire domain. Each point

represents the average over each grid interval on the abscissa (that has a total of 200 grid intervals), and thin vertical lines show

std dev around the averages. Straight lines indicate the least-square regression line between the points. The slope and r2 of the

regression line is shown in each panel.
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Extended Data Figure 6. Scatter plots between ζτ and χ Same as Extended Data Fig. 5 but for χ instead of ζ .
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Extended Data Figure 7. Enstrophy spectral flux Enstrophy spectral flux derived from wind measurements (see Methods)

showing an ubiquitous direct cascade from large to small scales, consistent with an upscale KE transfer in classical theory of

rotating turbulence20.
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Extended Data Table 1. List of infrared images used in this study

n01a JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114006_V02 n03a JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115620_V02

n01b JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114036_V02 n03b JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115650_V02

n01c JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114107_V02 n03c JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115721_V02

n01d JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114137_V02 n03d JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115751_V02

n01e JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114208_V02 n03e JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115822_V02

n01f JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114238_V02 n03f JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115852_V02

n01g JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114309_V02 n03g JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115923_V02

n01h JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114339_V02 n03h JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115953_V02

n01i JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114410_V02 n03i JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120024_V02

n01j JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114440_V02 n03j JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120054_V02

n01k JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114511_V02 n03k JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120125_V02

n01l JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114541_V02 n03l JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120155_V02

n02a JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114813_V02 n04a JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120426_V02

n02b JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114843_V02 n04b JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120457_V02

n02c JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114914_V02 n04c JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120527_V02

n02d JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T114944_V02 n04d JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120558_V02

n02e JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115015_V02 n04e JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120628_V02

n02f JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115045_V02 n04f JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120659_V02

n02g JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115116_V02 n04g JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120730_V02

n02h JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115146_V02 n04h JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120800_V02

n02i JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115217_V02 n04i JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120831_V02

n02j JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115247_V02 n04j JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120901_V02

n02k JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115318_V02 n04k JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T120932_V02

n02l JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T115348_V02 n04l JIR_IMG_RDR_2017033T121002_V02
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Figures

Figure 1

Infrared image of the northern polar region as seen by JIRAM1 on February 2, 2017 Brightness
temperature, corrected for nadir viewing, ranges from 206 K (darkest color) to 227 K (brightest color). The
area analyzed in this paper is highlighted by the black rectangle and captures the polar cyclone, parts of
the circumpolar cyclones at 45°, 100°, 220° and 260° W, as well as two smaller anticyclones (i.e., the dark
features) at 210-240° W, which are joined by a streamer.



Figure 2

Dynamical context Mosaic of a) optical thickness anomaly t derived directly from the infrared
observations, de�ned as τ = log(I0=I)-log(I0=I), with the overbar indicating the domain-average, b) large-
scale relative vorticity ζ derived from the wind measurements (Extended Data Fig. 1) after application of
a low-pass �lter that retains lengthscales greater than 1,600 km (i.e., wavenumbers k < 6.10^-4 cpkm) and
c) small-scale relative vorticity ζτ derived from τ after application of a high-pass �lter that retains
lengthscales smaller than 1,600 km (i.e., wavenumbers k > 6.10^-4 cpkm, see Methods). As ζτ is directly
related to cloud thickness, it is the signature of cloud convection. Large-scale vortices in b) gain their
energy from small-scale vortices in c) via an upscale energy transfer (see main text).



Figure 3

Spectral characteristics a) Spectra kinetic energy (KE, blue curve) and available potential energy (APE,
orange curve). A spectral slope discontinuity in KE occurs at 6.10^-4 cpkm (~ 1,600 km). b) Power spectra
of relative vorticity (ζ, blue curve), horizontal divergence (χ, green curve) and vorticity derived from τ (ζτ ,
orange curve). See Extended Data Fig. 2 for ζ and χ in physical space. Dashed lines on panels a and b
show spectral slopes. c) χ to ζ power spectra ratio χPSD=ζPSD. d) KE transfer in variance preserving form
(kKEadv). Positive (negative) kKEadv indicates an energy gain (loss). Scales smaller (larger) than 215 km
lose (gain) energy, corresponding to an upscale energy transfer.
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